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   The X-ray intensity function for a crystallite with a non-integral number of unit cells is 
derived. This new intensity function is taken account of two practical problems. One is to 
exclude a particle scattering from crystallites and the other is to calculate the intensity for 
crystallites having the non-integral number of unit cells. We have applied this intensity 
function to the meridional reflections of nylon 12 in order to ;examine the origin of an ano-
rmalous shape of the 0 2 0 meridional reflection. It reveals that the non-integral part of unit 
cell does not play an important role in the abnormal profile of the 0 2 0 reflection. 
KEY WORDS: X-ray Diffraction/ Intensity Function/ Small Crystallites/ Non-
             integral Number of Unit Cells/ Nylon 12/ 
                          1. INTRODUCTION 
   Polymer materials consist of very small crystallites and the surrounding 
noncrystalline substance. When we investigate the structure of such materials, 
we often use an X-ray diffraction method. Regarding the X-ray diffraction of 
a small crystallite, the Laue lattice factor') or the shape factor2,2) is considered. 
In this case, we must take account of the following two points: 1) In the Laue 
intensity function, it is assumed that the crystallite contains an integral number 
of unit cells. However, a real crystallite does not necessarily contain the integral 
number of unit cells. The effect of a non-integral part becomes important for 
the polymer crystallites since the crystallite size is so small that it is comparable 
to the monomer size. 2) It is also assumed that crystallites exist separately in 
vacuo; under this assumption the intensity function contains a strong particle 
scattering. However, the real crystalline materials consisting of small crystallites 
do not give such a strong particle scattering, because the crystallites are sur-
rounded by similar crystallites or noncrystalline substance. Therefore, this effect 
should be also considered. 
   From these points of view, it is necessary to derive the more practical inten-
sity function in which the effects of the non-integral number of unit cells and 
the electron density difference between crystallites and the surrounding non-
crystalline substance are considered. Kaji and his coworkers4,5> have derived int-
ensity functions by taking account of the effects of the part of non-integral number 
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of unit cells and the particle scattering, separately. In this study, we derive a 
new intensity function by considering these two effects, simultaneously. Further, 
the derived intensity function is applied to the wide-angle meridional reflections 
of polyamide 12 (Nylon 12) . 
                             2. THEORY 
   In general the intensity function I(b) is given by the Fourier transform of 
the convolution square of scattering length density distribution, 
I(b) =p(r)Op(—r)(1 ) 
where p(r) is the distribution function of scattering length density or the electron 
density of material, b the reciprocal vector, p(r)Op(—r) the convolution square 
and the Fourier transform. Let us now consider a system consisting of two 
phases, small crystallites and noncrystalline regions. The electron density distri-
bution p(r) of this system is given by 
p(r) = Cpc (r) — pn) s (r) +pn(2 ) 
   Here pc(r) designates the electron density distribution within crystallites 
and s(r) is the shape function of all crystallites in the system defined by 
       s (r) _1 within every crystallite(3 )           —~0 outside 
the density pn in the noncrystalline region is assumed to be constant. Further, 
the density fluctuation is defined by 
)7(r) =p, (r) —pc(4 ) 
where pc is the average crystalline density. From eqs. (2) , (3) , and (4) we obtain 
p(r)Op(—r) =Cr1(r)s(r))OC11(—r)s(—r))+(pc—pn)2s(r)Os(—r) + 
                   (pc— p.){Cii(r)s(r))OOs(—r)+C)7(—r)s(—r))OOs(r)}+
C2apn(pc—pn) +pn2)V(5 ) 
Here V is the total volume of the system, and a is the volume fraction of cry-
stallites. The first term represents the interatomic correlation within the same 
crystallites. The second term corresponds to the pure particle scattering caused 
by the outer shapes of crystallites. The third one is the cross term of the first 
and the second term, which disappears only when pc=pn. The last term of eq. 
(5) is constant, so that it contributes only to the central or zero angle scattering. 
For simplicity we assume that pn and no interatomic correlations between 
different crystallites exist. Then, eq. (5) reduces to 
        p(r)Op(—r) =C)7(r)s(r))OOC)1(—r)s(—r)) 
f, C7), (r) sf (r))OOCr1, (—r) s, (—r)) (6 ) 
where j designates the j-th crystallite in the system. 
   Let us consider a polycrystalline sample consisting of many identical crystal-
lites having the non-intergral number of unit cells along only one direction. In 
this case the crystalline diffraction intensity of the sample is proportional to that 
of a single crystallite. The density fluctuation within the crystallite is given by 
r7i (r) si (r) = Cpo (r) —po) so (r) )OzN (r) + 
                C (pr (r) — pr) sr (r))OO(zN+i (r) — zN (r)) (7 ) 
Here, po(r) and pr(r) represent the electron density distribution within the com- 
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plete unit cell and the  non-integral part of the unit cell, the average densities 
of which are given by po and pr, respectively, and zN(r) is the crystal lattice 
function expressed by 
ZN(r) =X 3( (r—rg)(8 ) 
Here rk is the position vector of the lattice point of the k-th unit cell, and so(r) 
and sr(r) represent the shape functions of a unit cell and a non-integral part of 
unit cell near surfaces of the crystallite, respectively, defined by 
              (1 within the unit cell     s
o(r)=0 outside(9 ) 
              _ within the non-integralpart        sr.(r)fl 
    0 outside(10) 
The symbol 0 designates convolution and l the Dirac delta function. For the 
crystallite having the shape of parallelopiped with edges N1al, N2a2, N3a3+a3' 
along the al-, az-, a3- axes of the unit cells, respectively, the intensity function 
of the crystallite is obtained as follows 
I(b) =v cih(r)si(r) *C)71(r)s1(r)) 
C(Iiivo2) • G2(b) + (Is!U°Ur) • G(b) +I3/ar2(11) 
I1=1F(b)12-2noSo(b)CRe(F(b))cos 2rba+ 
Im(F(b))sin 7rba)+no2So2(b)(11a) 
I2=2{CRe(F(b))Re (Fr (b))+Im(F(b))Im (Fr (b)))cos 27raN + 
CRe(F(b))Im(Fr(b)) +Im(F(b))Re (Fr (b)))sin 27raN+lb} 
—2nrSr(b) {Re (F(b))cos 7rb(ar+2aN+1) +Im(F(b))sin 7rb(a,.+2aN+1)} 
2noSo(b) {Re (Fr (b)) cos 7rb(ar-2aN+1) +Im (Fr (b)) sin 7rb(ar-2aN+1)} 
           +2nonrSo (b) Sr (b) cos (2aN+1 — a +ar)(1 1 b) 
73 =1 Fr (b) I2 — 2nrSr (b) CRe (Fr (b)) cos 7rbar + 
Im (Fr (b))sin 7rbar)+nr2Sr2(b)(lic) 
where a= (ai,a27a3), ar= (0, 0, a3'), aN+1= (0, 0, (N3+1)a3), F(b) and Fr(b) are 
the structure factor for the part containing an integral and non-integral number 
of unit cells, respectively, and Re(F(b)) and Im (F(b)) are the real and imagi-
nary part of F(b), respectively. So(b) and Sr(b) represent the shape amplitude 
for the integral and non-integral part when the origin is taken at the corner of 
the unit cell, which are, respectively, given by 
        SO (b) _sin irbal  sin irbaz  sin 7rba3(12) 
7bal nbaz 7ba3 
Sr(b)=sin 713a3'(13) 
7ba3' 
G(b) is the Laue lattice factor of the crystallite defined by 
G(b) = sin 7rN3ba1  sin irNzbaz  sin 7rN3ba3 (14) 
                 sin 2rbai sin 7rba2 sin 7rba3 
and 
no=povo f,(15) 
nr= pry, =GjJ l(16) 
where vo is the volume of the unit cell and er is the volume of the non-integral 
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part. 
   As an example, we derive the intensity function of the meridional reflections. 
We can express the electron density distribution in the unit cell as 
vopo(r) =Ejfj((r—rj)(17) 
where fj is the atomic scattering factor. Then 
          Clh(r)Si(r))={C~'n,ftexp(27ri(zm)—no(sinrra3cos 7r~a3+2sln2ira3))Ivo{G(c) 
                   +{CEn fnexp(27riCzn)—nr(sin7a3'cos7LCag'-{-isin7a3')JIvrt                          a-C
exp(2ni(N3+1)a3C)(18)f 
Here a3 is the fiber axis, is the reciprocal coordinate in the meridional direction, 
1 is the number of atoms in the unit cell, and q is the number of atoms in the 
non-integral part. G(C) is given by 
G(c) =sin 7rN3Ca3(19) 
                  sin n-Ca3
Therefore, the intensity function for the meridional reflections is obtained as follows. 
I(C) =u C)7i (r) Si (r) )* C)7i (r) Si (r) ) 
          = (Ii/vo2) G2+ (Ii/Vovr) G+I3/Vr2(20) 
Here
yy                 cos2 (24Zm) +Em.fms in (27KZm) 
—2no (sin (7rCa3) /7rC) {4 fmcos (27rCZm) cos (7r<a3) 
+Xm,fmsin(27Czm)sin 7rCa3}+n0sin2(7rC,a3)/(74-C)2(20a) 
I2=I21+I22+123+I24(20b) 
I21=2\/A2+B2,10+Dz sin {27r(N3+ 1)a3C +a}(20b-1) 
I22=2nrsin n'a3'C,/A2--------+B2 sin {27r(N3+1)a3C+R} (20b-2) 7rC 
           I28=2nosin
n7r3C /C2-------+D2 sin {27r(N3+1)a3C+r} (20b-3) 
           724=2nonrsin7ragsin?ia3b sin {27r(N3+1)a3C+5} (20b-4) 
        AC+BDAE+BF           tan a=
BC—DAtan (~=BE—AF 
         tan_CG+DH tanB=GE—HF        r H —DG HE—GF 
A=X'mfm cos (27rCzm)  fm. sin (27rCzm) 
Ci =Infn cos (27rC,zn) D=Xn fn sin (27rCzn) 
E= cos <as'F=sin 7rCa3 
G= cos 7rCa3H=sin 7rCa3 
          I3=Zn fn cos2 (27rCZn) +n sin2 (27rCZn) 
2n1sin(n.Ca3)  fn cos (27rCzn) cos (7rCa3') 
+Infn sin (2Kzn)sin(7rCa3)}+ni2sin2(2 Ca3)(20c) 
(66)
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 (h/v02)G2 is the intensity function for the crystallite containing the integral number 
of unit cells, I3/vr2 is the structure factor for the non-integral part, and (I2/vovr)G 
is a cross term between the integral part and the non-integral part. 
             3. APPLICATION TO POLYAMIDE 12 (NYLON12) 
   The values of the fiber identity period of polyamides calculated from the 
observed peak positions of various orders of X-ray meridional reflections do not 
agree with one another. This phenomenon was first interpreted by Wallners> on 
the basis of X-ray diffactiron theory. The peak position of the meridional reflec-
tion shifts from its corresponding reciprocallattice point when the structure factor 
changes steeply near the reciprocal lattice point and the crystallite size is very 
small, because the intensity function is expressed by the product of Laue lattice 
factor and the structure factor7). 
   In the case of nylon 12, this problem becomes very significant. Fig 1 shows 
the observed meridional reflections for the y form of nylon 12. These meridional 
reflections show the following features: (a) As seen from Fig. 2, the 0 2 0 reflec-
tion is extraordinarily deformed and appears to consist of two components, the 
normal broad component the width and the peak position of which correspond to 
those of higher order reflections and the abnormally strong narrow component 
the peak position of which shifts to higher angle side. (b) The 0 4 0 reflection 
is slightly deformaed from the normal reflection. 
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           Fig. 1. Observed profile of the meridional reflections for nylon 12. 
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             Fig. 2. Observed profile of the 0 2 0 reflection for nylon 12. 
   The motivation of this paper was to explain the origin of the large deforma-
tion of the 0 2 0 reflection. Here, we consider from the two points of view. One 
is the effect of the non-integral number of unit cellso and the other is the super-
position of reflections from another modification8>. Concerning the former effect, 
we have already calculated the intensity function for nylon 12 crystals with the 
non-integral number of unit cells and found that the shoulder appears on the 
lower angle side of the 0 2 0 reflection (Fig. 3)4). However, it has been presumed 
that the tail of the strong particle scattering may deform the 0 2 0 reflection. 
The possibility of another modification has been suggested from double melting 
peaks on the DSC curve of nylon 128). In this paper we calculate the intensity 
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       Fig. 3. Calculation of the effect of non-integral part on the intensity function 
            along the meridian of nylon 12 (Ref. 4). 
function without the particle scattering for the nylon 12 crystallite with non-integ-
ral number of unit cells in order to clarify the origin of the deformed 0 2 0 re-
flection. 
   In the practical calculation, the crystalline structure determined by Cojazzi 
et alo was used. The calculation method is the same as was previously descri- 
bed4); the number of monomer units in the crystallite is taken as 5.05 and the 
origin of the atomic coordinates used in the calculation is shifted by 0.15 along 
the fiber axis from the origin of Cojazzi et a19). 
   Fig. 4 shows the intensity function on the meridian for the r form of nylon 
12 which was calculated using the newly derived eq. (20). The strong particle 
scattering peaks which are seen in the range of )7=0 to 2.0 in Fig. 3, disappear in 
this calculation. Unfortunately the strong narrow component of the 0 2 0 reflec-
tion is however not reproduced. Thus, as far as pc=pn, the non-integral number 
of unit cells in the crystallite is not the origin of the deformation of the 0 2 0 
reflection of the r form of nylon 12. Therefore, at the moment, the origin of 
the deformed 0 2 0 reflection is probably the existence of another modification, 
though the effect when pc>pn should be also investigated. 
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    Fig. 4. Intensity function on the meridian calculated by eq. (20) for the r form of nylon 
            12. The range is 7i=0 to 28. 
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